
Drama Majors Scene: The Time Capsule

Characters:
Asta- Jasiri
Apollo - Nate

Explain how the characters know each other:
Drill rap duo

Where do they meet up? O-Block Chicago

The items you add should be a reflection of MARCH 2020- MARCH 2021 Think about the
relevance to what you have been through, the events that have happened, the way we
changed. Think about the ways you have survived, what you have lost, what you have become
more skilled at.

Items to add: ( for each character)
1. Mask
2. Phone
3. Beats
4. Album Vinyl
5. CDs

MEETS AT SCHOOL

Nate: yo

Asta: hey Apollo

Apollo: we on the come up

Asta:yessir

Apollo: we gotta mark this moment

Asta: yea

Apollo: we should bury our mixtape in a time capsule

Asta: yea to mark our success

Apollo: we’ll come back to it when we finish our contract with empire



Asta: let's bury it here in school,

Apollo: Yeah we wouldn't  be here without this place.

Asta: even though I never payed attention

Apollo: me neither.

Asta: We should put some more stuff in here, let’s put in an album vinyl, and some CDs!

Apollo:Sounds good, let’s also put in a mask, hopefully covid will be done by the time we dig
this up.

Asta: I hope it'll be over,

Apollo: Of course it will. In 6 years all our problems will go away.

Asta:i'm gonna put in my phone that we recorded our first track on

Apollo: I'm gonna put in my beats that we used in the STU

Asta: we’ve been working for years and its about to pay off.

Apollo: We’ll be able to live like we always rap about.

Asta: yea finally.

Asta: Our contract will end in 6 years

Apollo: yea don’t forget about this

Asta: I won’t no need to worry.

Apollo:: Just don’t die on me

6 YEARS LATER:
DREAM: *Not in Audio Recording.

It was the battle for the baconeggandcheese, August 25, 2021
Apollo Billingsly was the chosen 1
Everyone on the block knew that Apollo didn’t play
He loaded his .9mm, and let it spray



Many lives were lost, on this horrific day
The battle for the baconeggandcheese was the bloodiest battle in history since the Civil War
and many lives were lost. Including Apollo’s.


